CORPORATE BROCHURE

Tailored, innovative
solutions for every stage
of your cybersecurity
journey

Cybersecurity That Minimizes Risk
Whatever your level of cyber maturity, you need
a holistic approach to reach your risk objectives
– one that spans policies, governance, people,
process, and technology.

You can engage with us through a wide range of
offerings that help you assess, design, build or
operate your programs.
Our R&D labs in Switzerland and the U.S. will also
help you innovate custom solutions for your most
complex challenges, if a solution doesn't already
exist on the market.

As a full cybersecurity solutions provider, we can
partner with you at any stage of your cyber journey
and develop lean, defensible, measurable programs
that align to your business strategy and risk profile.

Cybersecurity That Builds Board-Level Confidence
Our frameworks support every key cybersecurity
domain and give your program credibility,
structure, and direction. Based on NIST, ISO and
other leading industry standards, this approach
instills confidence that your programs are business
relevant, address security gaps, and reduce risks.

Every program is built on a solid framework and
tried-and-tested approach that fuse strategy
and structure. This is key to helping you create
meaningful cybersecurity programs that resonate
with senior executives and board-level stakeholders.

Our Approach, Capabilities & Solutions
Strategy, Risk
& Compliance
Executive Leadership
Program

Data Security
& Privacy

ASSESS

INNOVATE

DESIGN

Offensive
Security

Digital Infrastructure
& Endpoint Protection
Identity & Access
Management

Application
Security

OPERATE

IMPLEMENT

Security Operations
& Threat Intelligence

Managed Detection
& Response

OT & IoT Security

Cloud Security

Product Security

Microsoft Security

Incident Response

Zero Trust Security
Approach

Blockchain
Security & NFT
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Cybersecurity That Reduces Complexity
Right size your security investments with a
reference architecture approach that examines
tools, needs, and desired outcomes. Our
‘as-a-Service’ offerings, such as compliance and

In Focus: Managed
Detection & Response
(MDR) Services
Think of our MDR capabilities as an
always-on extension of your security team,
defending your organization and assets
day and night. The expertise, approach,
methodology, and technology behind
our MDR offering allow us to detect and
respond faster to current threats than
traditional approaches, to diminish the risk
of loss, and improve the speed of recovery.

vulnerability management as well as world-class
MDR solutions, provide round-the-clock support,
which we tailor to your business requirements.

Business and Technical
Contextualization

Flexible,
Predictable
Cost Model

TAILORED PROGRAM

IT, OT, Cloud,
Endpoints Covered

1

GREATER
ROI

Augment
Your Security
Team
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Embrace a
holistic approach
and reduce risk
5
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COMPREHENSIVE
THREAT VISIBILITY

Intelligence-Driven,
Human-Led
Expertise

4
24/7
SUPPORT

Validated Incidents,
Prioritized Response

DESIGNED FOR YOUR THREAT MODEL
— THREAT HUNTING — ACTIVE RESPONSE
— CLIENT PORTAL

ACCELERATED
THREAT
DETECTION

BREACH IMPACT MINIMIZED

In Focus: Incident Response
Lean on us to guide you through the crisis, eliminate the threat, and get up and running as soon as possible.
An advisory capacity focuses on holistic preparation, while response support focuses on rapid containment
and remediation.
Improved resilience and state of preparedness
with:
• Readiness assessment
• Tailored program design
• Training and testing
• A 3-lens approach: digital exposure, governance,
technical

Faster, more efficient emergency response,
powered by:
• Threat intel
• Sniper investigations
• 24x7 Cyber Fusion Center cover
• Around-the-clock, on-premise support

EMERGENCY HOTLINES: US +1 678 355 8470 | EMEA +41 58 317 77 78
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Cybersecurity That Facilitates Digital Transformation
As you embrace digital transformation, your
cybersecurity scope needs to widen. You need to
manage increased risk exposure, while enabling
the business. We can help you navigate these
challenges successfully.

We'll work with you to integrate cybersecurity
across your lines of business — with everything
from Microsoft 365 and cloud migration, to
data protection, zero trust implementation, and
managing third-party risk.

Cybersecurity That Enables New Business
& Prepares You for the Future
Not every problem has an existing solution. Applied Security services can help build answers to your
toughest challenges, leveraging our fundamental and applied research capabilities and rich cryptography
expertise. However your business evolves, whatever disruptive technology you embrace, we help you stay
ahead of the security curve.

PRIVACY
ENGINEERING

BLOCKCHAIN
SECURITY

IOT SECURITY

Cybersecurity
That Works With Any
Environment
Wherever your data resides, we have continuous
visibility on the threats.
We'll help keep your business secure through
high-fidelity, rapid threat detection and response
as well as support for remediation and regulatory
compliance.
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QUANTUM
COMPUTING

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE (AI)

WE PROTECT YOUR DATA,
WHEREVER IT RESIDES

IT, OT, Cloud, Endpoints Covered

COMPREHENSIVE THREAT VISIBILITY
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Cybersecurity Needs a New Approach
The challenges facing security organizations are growing in both complexity and scale. Evolution in the threat
and business landscape is a constant and security leaders need to adapt their strategies and tactics on a
continual basis.
Kudelski Security is an innovative provider of intelligent, tailored cybersecurity solutions to a growing base of
global enterprises and public sector institutions.
This is how we help them — and can also help you — to answer the challenges and get ahead:

We break down traditional security silos with a full-spectrum offering,
to help you embrace a strategic approach. We deliver straightforward
cybersecurity that reduces risk and enables new business.
We address your toughest challenges by starting with a few simple
questions: What is the real problem and how does it impact your business?
What is your target security level and how can we help you get there?
We then explore the answers with you, and tailor a solution that
matches your needs. Every client is unique and we take the time to get
to know you and ensure the solutions we propose drive greater value
from your security investment. We provide a full range of capabilities
and solutions — everything from strategic and technology consulting to
managed detection and response as well as R&D services.
If you'd to explore a new approach to cybersecurity, get in touch:
info@kudelskisecurity.com | kudelskisecurity.com
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Our capabilities work together as a force
multiplier, delivering a level of security
greater than the sum of its parts.
Purposeful innovation is in our DNA. We have a rich heritage of innovation which drives
the development of all our offerings. We have a strong DevSecOps culture with the
capabilities – talent, tech and infrastructure – to develop and deliver solutions where
no solution currently exists.

Expert Certifications
•

The HQ information security management system – certified to ISO/IEC 27001:2013

•

Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams (FIRST) membership

•

Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) competencies

•

Highest level of product certifications maintained for technology vendors, such as F5,
Juniper, Fortinet, LogRhythm, and CrowdStrike

•

SOC 2 certified

International Footprint
•

Founded in 2012; a division of the
Kudelski Group (SIX:KUD.S); established
in 1951 with offices in 32 countries and
3200+ employees

•

Cyber Fusion Centers in Switzerland, Spain,
and the U.S. providing Managed Security
Services and Managed Detection
& Response

•

R&D centers in Switzerland, India, and
the U.S. focused on applied research,
proprietary solutions, security design &
assessments, and IoT security

•

One of the largest pure-play cybersecurity
providers in the U.S.; largest pure-play
provider in Switzerland

•

400 dedicated consultants, engineers and
technical specialists based in the U.S.
and Europe

• Headquarters
• Offices
• Kudelski Group business
development teams

Industry Awards & Recognition
WAVE
LEADER 2020
Midsize Managed
Security Services
Providers

Recognized as a Strong
Performer in the Forrester
Wave™: Managed
Detection And Response,
Q1 2021

Recognized as a Leader
in the Forrester Wave™:
Midsize Managed Security
Service Providers (MSSP),
Q3 2020

5X recognized in the
Gartner’s Market Guide
for Managed Detection
& Response Services,
2017-2021

3X recognized in the
Gartner’s Market Guide
for Digital Forensics
& Incident Response
Services 2018-2021

Recognized as a Top
Vendor in European
Managed & Professional
Security Services Market,
June 2021

